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I use Linz and Stepan’s volume titled Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation in Special Topics Democracy and Security course—which I co-teach with Lynda Peters and Dr. Shannon Brown—of the Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) M.A. Program. This course teaches CHDS students how to assess—critically and analytically, via theoretical and empirical research—the internal and external threats to democracy, and the ways in which these hazards affect, and are affected by the security institutions. Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation, which contains a robust conceptual framework of democratic transition, consolidation, and non-democratic regimes, based on—and tested with—comparative empirical research, is a sine qua non for homeland security professionals’ examination of the security-democracy equation.

To be sure, homeland security practitioners who are called upon to protect the security of the United States—a democratic country—must understand what sustaining democracy involves, and what challenges hinder democratic advancement. They also need to understand the role and place of the security institutions in a democratic milieu and the dangers of conducting their roles and missions in a democratic context of checks and balances, ethical code of conduct, and accountability. Ultimately protecting America’s homeland involves protecting the foundational values and principles of American democracy from any internal or external threat. Homeland security professionals also need to understand the opposite of democratic systems—non-democratic regimes—their dynamics, including how the role of security institutions in these types of regimes shift from homeland security and citizen protection to regime protection (which in turn encompass abusing their own citizens). Along with the rest of the course materials, Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation provides students with a tremendous opportunity to learn about these relationships and processes. In this connection, this volume brings a significant contribution to the understanding of homeland security as an academic field of study and as the starting point of a broader conversation about the institutions, processes, practices, and routines that are associated with sustaining democracy while safeguarding security.
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